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What is Organic SEO?

When you do a search on Google you get a page with relevant results. These results usually consist of 
3 ADS (depending on how competitive the niche is) after which you may find Google local results 
(which is also organic), images and then the Organic search results. In other words, organic results are 
not results a user can pay (AdWords) for to be placed at the top of the page which is the most valuable 
real-estate positon to be on Google. The higher you are, the more FREE clicks you will get. 
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How do Organic results work?

To accurately and scientifically explain how organic ranking works we would need to write a book that 
would contain over 200 pages. For the sake of this document we will simplify the explanation with 
some basic rules as follows:

 	Relevancy, Relevancy AND MORE Relevancy. 
 	The MOST relevant page (not website) will rank based on the keyword (s) searched.
 	Brands have different rules than generic keywords. 


To explain this further: If you were to invent a word, for example “chiklany” (currently no results on 
Google) and then go away and register the domain  you have just created your first 
step in relevancy. Once you add a bit a content explaining what chiklany means all you have to do is 
wait 24 hours and you will rank #1 on Google for that term. Sounds simple right? 

www.chiklany.com

Well, not at all. Especially when you are trying to rank a keyword that has over 1 million competitive 
pages with the same relevancy as you for example a high level short tail keyword such as “hotels”.


Whilst Google no longer provides public data on organic results (only AdWords) , YHP have collected 
evidence for years showing that users much more prefer organic results over paid ads. Simply 
because they are more relevant.
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How / Why is relevancy created?

Google’s absolute intent is to deliver an accurate result (something the user will be happy with) within 
the parameters of the search.  They use thousands of algorithms combined with over 200 filters to 
achieve this.   


The result delivered must:

 Not be spam.
 Be valuable to the user by means of rich content. 
 Be as accurate as possible to reduce the amount of time it takes 

the user to what they are looking for. 

To calculate relevancy Google needs to collect data about your website and save it in a 
very big data base. It will stay there forever. They use their algorithms to do this and collect 
any data you allow (which is also important) them to collect to “calculate” where you will be 
placed in their top 100 results. If the calculation concludes your data represents spam or 
something illegal, it won’t rank you in the top 100 at all but, if your data makes you most 
relevant, you will be #1 on Google’s search results.


Google has named their filters after Animals. The Panda algorithm for example which was 
first launched  2011 tackles content farming sites and can tell if your site has genuine 
content or not. 
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The importance of

the 200 Google factors 

Before Panda was introduced in 2011 Google had a fraction of filters that they have today. In total there 
are over 200 factors that play a role in the organic ranking of your website and each factor initiates 
thousands or algorithms per millisecond.   (The below is taken from Google in 2013) 

It is needless to say that many of these factors relate to the website directly and one may ask, how 
important is it that the person who builds my website understand how it needs to be built to satisfy 
Googles (and others e.g Bing, Yahoo and Chinas largest engine Baidoo) Bots.


A “factor” constitutes on-page and off-page site attributes. For example:


Factor 1: Domain name


Factor 2: New brand or old brand


Factor 3: If old brand how old


Factor 4: if old brand, what reputation is like.


Factor 5: If new brand, how many competitors.


Factor 6: If many / not many competitors, how relevant


And so on. Factors get more and more complex, drilling into the smallest building blocks of your 
platform.
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YHP’S 200 Factor R & D 

In the early 2000’s YHP competed a first ever DOS based application that was able to mimic Google’s 
200 factor algorithm at the time.  


With a sandbox environment 1000 industry specific niche sites were loaded (same as Google results) 
after which the DOS program ran an algorithm investigating which factor played a role in the rank of a 
specific keyword. If the result was successful, the DOS application (called the SEONATOR) would 
target another niche using the same method to investigate whether the same result would take place. 
If successful, that particular factor would be adapted and next factor would be investigated to output 
an even more accurate result and so on.


Once all factors worked simultaneously, the result was (in 2011) 75% + accurate and we were able to 
predict placing of market high value keywords using software successfully. YHP dominated every 
niche targeted.


Now in 2022 Google’s algorithms have become much more complex, and the SEONATOR manages to 
deliver up to a 45 % + accurate result in competitive niches. Nevertheless, whilst the SEONATOR is 
regularly updated our knowhow which has not been adapted into the software achieves the same 
result. Understanding how Google BOTS work has allowed YHP to help other business grow and profit 
over the last 
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Building Software that works

YHP is the abbreviation for “Your Home Page”. 20 years ago, a homepage or website would have been 
the correct definition but today, we consider websites to be software solutions and defined as an 
application that supports business vision and operations. 


As such, YHP build websites that are not only scalable but designed to maximise sales and offer the 
best user experience possible. 


Speak to YHP today on how we can improve your organic ranking and help you lead your industry 
where it matters most. 


YHP


